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For all those readers curious to read the actual texts of the Gnostic Gospels, here is the definitive collection of all the Gnostic Gospels and
Gospel–like texts. o Marvin Meyer, premier scholar of Gnostic and other Christian literature outside the New Testament, presents every
Gnostic Gospel and Jesus text with a brilliant overall introduction, introductions to each text, and notes that explain everything the reader
needs to know to understand the text. He includes his latest translations of not only the Gospel of Thomas, the Gospel of Philip, the Gospel of
Mary, but other texts such as the Secret Book of John, which some scholars regard as the second part of the New Testament Gospel of
John. The material is largely from the discovery at Nag Hammadi, freshly translated and introduced, but also includes texts found elsewhere.
The texts, especially taken together, present an image of Jesus as the ultimate wisdom teacher, a kind of mysterious Jewish Zen master, who
scandalized listeners by his radical egalitarianism (regarding women, slaves, the poor, the marginalized as of equal status, or more, with
establishment male believers) and his insistence on living the message, spiritual experience, vs. outer observance only. o For those wanting
to learn more after reading The Da Vinci Code. This book provides the definitive next book for those looking for expert presentation of the
alternative Gnostic stream of Christianity, in which there is no talk of crucifixion and Mary Magdalene is presented as the disciple that Jesus
loved best. "Marv is one of the original secret gospels scholars who has done an enormous amount of work to bring these texts to light. All of
his research on the Nag Hammadi texts is having an incredible impact on our knowledge of early Christian history––it is virtually redefining it."
––Dr. Elaine Pagels, Princeton University
This volume contains 22 papers from the Society of Biblical Literature's 1995 commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the discovery of the
Nag Hammadi Library, with special focus on the Apocryphon of John, the Gospel of Thomas, and the Gospel of Philip.
Just how do ancient documents discovered in the Middles East in the mid-twentieth century relate to Latter-day Saint beliefs? In this intriguing
discussion, Latter-day Saint scholar Eugene Seaich answers that question and many others as he explores the fascinating connections
among the Dead Sea scrolls, the Nag Hammadi texts, and the teachings of Mormonism. He shows us conclusively that those connections do
indeed exist and that they support the mission and message of Joseph Smith. The very doctrines revealed by Joseph Smith to a startled
world a hundred and fifty years ago have begun to reappear in the writings of the early Jews and Christians.
Long ater the death of Christ, the apostles seek out Mary Magdalene. They have come for her memories of Jesus, as she was closest to and
most loved by him. Thus begins her story: her childhood and the murder of her parents; her education and service at a brothel; her first love.
Mary recounts her intimate experience with Jesus of Nazareth--of meeting this remarkable man, their all-too-human relationship, and his
journey toward destiny. Later, when she realizes the apostles are intentionally altering Christ's teachings to suit their own goals, Mary
struggles to spread theundistorted teachings herself, joining with her sisters who would otherwise have no place, and no voice, in the new
church the apostles are creating. In sharing her own story, Mary weaves a richly textured tapestry of people, landscapes, cultures, and
beliefs, and provides new insight into the role of women in the early Christian church. Marianne Fredrikkson masterfully breathes new life into
the figure of Mary Magdalene in this triumphal novel of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, seen through the eyes of the woman
who loved him most.
*Includes excerpts from the texts *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading Many people interested in biblical themes
know about the Dead Sea Scrolls and their guardians, the mysterious Essenes, the sect of Judaism that hid its priceless library in caves
before marching against the Romans in an end-time war, certain that God would intervene at the decisive moment. The ancient texts found in
their rock cabinets have produced tons of literature. Fewer people know about an equally fascinating finding in the same region of the planet,
made only a few months apart: a collection of hitherto unknown Christian codices, buried in the 4th century AD, and found accidentally by
peasants near the city of Nag Hammadi, Upper Egypt. Among the old codices was The Gospel of Thomas, lost for sixteen centuries, and
other unfamiliar titles such as The Gospel of Philip and the Acts of Peter and the Twelve Apostles. In this case it was not Essenes who had
entrusted them to the protection of the caves and the centuries, but monks who followed a now forgotten variant of Christianity called
Gnosticism. The Gnostics were mystics who had no real use or hope for the world. Their writings became forbidden when the Church defined
the canon of the books authorized to be read in the congregation. For some reason, instead of burning them, the monks of Nag Hammadi
decided to entrust them to posterity, perhaps waiting for better times. The library of Nag Hammadi, Egypt is as significant in the study of early
Christianity as the writings of the Essenes to the understanding of Judaism during the time of the Roman occupation. Considering the history
of religions, they were composed at the opposite sides of that watershed that was the 1st century CE, which witnessed the birth of Christianity
and the destruction of the temple of Jerusalem. The Dead Sea Scrolls belonged to a community that lived before the traumatic destruction of
Holy City and its temple at the hands of the Romans. The library of Nag Hammadi was produced and buried by a group of Christians whose
ancestors had left their place of origin many years before. Although all the titles of the Nag Hammadi library are not known, many people
have heard about its most famous components: The Gospel of Thomas -at one time it was discussed whether it should be included in the
New Testament- and The Gospel of Philip, which tried to revive the debate around the identity of Mary Magdalene: "Why do you love her
more than all of us?" asks a disconcerted Peter to Jesus. Finally, the Nag Hammadi texts have led many scholars to reconsider the rigid
canons imposed by the early Church, and the readers to find a more intimate religion that turned upside down many postulates of Christian
orthodoxy. Along with the history of their discovery in 1945, the analysis of the main texts that form this collection, the exposition of their most
important beliefs, and the reasons for their suppression in the 4th century CE, you will learn about the unknown gospels and the Gnostic texts
of Nag Hammadi like never before.
The essays in this volume situate the Nag Hammadi Codices and their texts in the context of late antique Egypt, treating such topics as
Coptic readers and readings, the difficulty of dating early Greek and Coptic manuscripts, scribal practices, the importance of heavenly ascent,
asceticism, and instruction in Egyptian monastic culture. They also explore the relationship of the texts to the Origenist controversy and
Manichaeism, the continuity of mythical traditions in later Coptic literature, and issues relating to the codices' production and burial. The
volume thus showcases the new trend in scholarship to treat the Nag Hammadi Codices not as sources for Gnosticism, but instead for
Christianity and monasticism in late antique Egypt.
The Meaning of the Nag Hammadi, now in paperback opens the with the thrilling adventure story of the discovery of the ancient Papyrii at
Nag Hammadi. Muhammad Ali, the fellahin, discovered the sealed jar, he feared that it might contain a jinni, or spirit, but also had heard of
hidden treasures in such jars. Greed overcame his fears and when he smashed open the jar, gold seemed to float into the air. To his
disappointment, it was papyrus fragmenst, not gold, but for scholars around the world, it was invaluable. Meyer then discusses the
pre–Christian forms of wisdom that went onto influence what Christians believe today. In addition, some Nag Hammadi texts are attributed to
Valentinus, a man who almost became Pope, and whose rejection changed the church in significant ways. Text by text, Meyer traces the
history and impact of this great find on the Church, right up to our current beliefs and popular cultural fascination with this officially
suppressed secret knowledge about Jesus and his followers.
Described by Origen as a writing that “even the masses of believers have read,” the Sentences of Sextus offers unique insights into popular
Christian thought during the late second century C.E. Although it draws extensively on canonical texts for the composition of its sayings, it is
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especially fascinating for the manner in which it integrates these texts with material derived from two generically similar collections of
Pythagorean maxims. This volume provides a critical edition including evidence from the Greek, Latin, Syriac, and Coptic versions; a new
translation; and the first commentary for the Sentences, an important document for investigating the history of early Christian wisdom,
asceticism, and ethics.
This important tool will greatly facilitate research into the relationship of biblical texts and the materials that make up Gnosticism. To date no
exhaustive Scripture index to Nag Hammadi has been prepared. One of the significant features of this volume is that it fills this lacuna.
The volume contains a critical review of data, results and open problems concerning the principal Greek and Coptic majuscule bookhands,
based on previous research of the author, revised and updated to offer an overview of the different graphic phenomena. Although the various
chapters address the history of different types of scripts (i.e. biblical majuscule, sloping poitend majuscule, liturgical majuscule, epigraphic
and monumental scripts), their juxtaposition allows us to identify common issues of the comparative method of palaeography. From an overall
critical assessment of these aspects the impossibility of applying a unique historical paradigm to interpret the formal expressions and the
history of the different bookhands comes up, due to the fact that each script follows different paths. Particular attention is also devoted to the
use of Greek majuscules in the writing of ancient Christian books. A modern and critical awareness of palaeographic method may help to
place the individual witnesses in the context of the main graphic trends, in the social and cultural environments in which they developed, and
in a more accurate chronological framework.
A comprehensive introduction to ancient wisdom literature, with fascinating essays on a broad range of topics. The Wiley Blackwell
Companion to Wisdom Literature is a wide-ranging introduction to the texts, themes, and receptions of the wisdom literature of the Bible and
the ancient world. This comprehensive volume brings together original essays from established scholars and emerging voices to offer a
variety of perspectives on the “wisdom” biblical books, early Christian and rabbinic literature, and beyond. Varied and engaging essays
provide fresh insights on topics of timeless relevance, exploring the distinct features of instructional texts and discussing their interpretation in
both antiquity and the modern world. Designed for non-specialists, this accessible volume provides readers with balanced coverage of
traditional biblical wisdom texts, including Proverbs, Job, Psalms, and Ecclesiastes; lesser-known Egyptian and Mesopotamian wisdom; and
African proverbs. The contributors explore topics ranging from scribes and pedagogy in ancient Israel, to representations of biblical wisdom
literature in contemporary cinema. Offering readers a fresh and interesting way to engage with wisdom literature, this book: Discusses
sapiential books and traditions in various historical and cultural contexts Offers up-to-date discussion on the study of the biblical wisdom
books Features essays on the history of interpretation and theological reception Includes essays covering the antecedents and afterlife of the
texts Part of the acclaimed Wiley Blackwell Companions to Religion series, the Companion to Wisdom Literature is a valuable resource for
university, seminary and divinity school students and instructors, scholars and researchers, and general readers with interest in the subject.
Foreword by James M. Robinson. Introduction to Codex VIII by Bentley Layton. Introduction to Zostrianos by John H. Sieber. Text,
Translation and Notes to Zostrianos by Bentley Layton and John H. Sieber. Introduction to The Letter of Peter to Philip by Marvin W. Meyer.
Text and Translation to The Letter of Peter to Philip by Frederik Wisse, with Notes by Meyer and Wisse.

This book is the first comprehensive study on the picture and use of the figure of Mary Magdalene in those second and
third century Coptic and Greek Gnostic texts in which Jesus' most famous female follower gains a prominent position.
Drawing on a wide array of sources, this anthology sets out to analyze the concepts of mystery and secrecy that occur in
the ritual and rhetoric of antique Mediterranean religion, with an emphasis on Gnosticism, Christianity, and Paganism.
This introduction to the gnostic scriptures takes a look at the theology, religious atmosphere and literary traditions of
ancient Christianity and Hellenistic Judaism.
Mary Magdalene, Jesus's Closest Disciple Marvin Meyer, one of the foremost scholars of the Gnostic Gospels: translates
and introduces the Gnostic and New Testament texts that together reveal the story and importance of Mary Magdalene
includes new translations of the Gospels of Mary, Thomas, Philip, and related texts about Mary Magdalene discloses,
with Esther A. De Boer, the long-suppressed story of Mary's vital role in the life of Jesus and in the formative period after
his crucifixion presents as authentically as possible the real Mary Magdalene
Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best nonfiction books of all time The Gnostic Gospels is a landmark
study of the long-buried roots of Christianity, a work of luminous scholarship and wide popular appeal. First published in
1979 to critical acclaim, winning the National Book Award and the National Book Critics Circle Award, The Gnostic
Gospels has continued to grow in reputation and influence over the past two decades. It is now widely recognized as one
of the most brilliant and accessible histories of early Christian spirituality published in our time. In 1945 an Egyptian
peasant unearthed what proved to be the Gnostic Gospels, thirteen papyrus volumes that expounded a radically different
view of the life and teachings of Jesus Christ from that of the New Testament. In this spellbinding book, renowned
religious scholar Elaine Pagels elucidates the mysteries and meanings of these sacred texts both in the world of the first
Christians and in the context of Christianity today. With insight and passion, Pagels explores a remarkable range of
recently discovered gospels, including the Gospel of Thomas and the Gospel of Mary Magdalene, to show how a variety
of “Christianities” emerged at a time of extraordinary spiritual upheaval. Some Christians questioned the need for clergy
and church doctrine, and taught that the divine could be discovered through spiritual search. Many others, like Buddhists
and Hindus, sought enlightenment—and access to God—within. Such explorations raised questions: Was the resurrection
to be understood symbolically and not literally? Was God to be envisioned only in masculine form, or feminine as well?
Was martyrdom a necessary—or worthy—expression of faith? These early Christians dared to ask questions that orthodox
Christians later suppressed—and their explorations led to profoundly different visions of Jesus and his message. Brilliant,
provocative, and stunning in its implications, The Gnostic Gospels is a radical, eloquent reconsideration of the origins of
the Christian faith.
[This] book acquaints the beginner with the topic of gnosticism and early Christianity and presents to the specialist some
of the new frontiers their colleagues are exploring. For the beginner there is a concise introduction to gnosticism. It
covers the issues of origin, literature, leading ideas, and possible links with early Christianity. Each contributor has
prepared a preface to his or her paper that points to its salient features and explains how the essay fits into the overall
subject of the book. --from the Preface
This book presents a full and competent translation of the Gospel written by apostle Philip - a personal Disciple of Jesus Christ.
The translation is accompanied by clarifying commentaries. In the Gospel, Philip put the emphasis on the methodological aspect of
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spiritual work. The book is addressed to everyone aspiring to Perfection.
First published in 1978, "The Nag Hammadi Library" was widely acclaimed by critics and scholars alike. Containing many of the
writings of the Gnostics since the time of Christ, this was the work that launched modern Gnostic studies and exposed a
movement whose teachings are in may ways as relevant today as they were sixteen centuries ago. Although some of the texts
had appeared in other translations, the 1978 edition was the first and only translation of these ancient and fascinating manuscripts
to appear in one volume. This new edition is the result of ten years of additional research, and editorial and critical work. Every
translation has been changed or added to; many have been thoroughly revised. Unearthed in 1945 near the town of Nag Hammadi
in Upper Egypt, the texts literally begin where the Dead Sea Scrolls end. Their discovery is seen as equally significant, bringing to
light a long-hidden well of new information, sources, and insights into early Judaism and the roots of Christianity. Each text is
accompanied by a new and expanded introduction. Also included are a revised general introduction and an afterword discussing
the modern relevance of Gnosticism, from Voltaire and Blake through Melville and Yeats to Jack Kerouac and science fiction writer
Philip K. Dick. The translations and introductions to the Nag Hammadi texts are by members of the Coptic Gnostic Library Project,
which includes such scholars as Helmut Koester, George McRae, and Elaine Pagels.
The "Lost Gospels" refer to the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Nag Hammadi Library, both discovered in the 1940s. The Nag Hammadi
Library consists of writings found by two peasants who unearthed clay jars in 1945 in upper Egypt. These did not appear in English
for 32 years, because the right to publish was contended by scholars, politicians, and antique dealers. The Dead Sea Scrolls,
discovered in clay jars in Palestine by a goatherder in 1947, weathered similar storms. The first team of analysts were mostly
Christian clergy, who weren't anxious to share material that frightened church leaders. As Dr. Hoeller shows, they rightly feared the
documents would reveal information that might detract from unique claims of Christianity. Indeed, the Dead Sea Scrolls and Nag
Hammadi Library both contradict and complement accepted tenets of the Old and New Testaments.
Gnosticism developed alongside Judeo-Christianity over two thousand years ago, but with an important difference: It emphasizes,
not faith, but direct perception of God--Gnosticism being derived from the Greek word gnosis, meaning "knowledge." Given the
controversial premise that one can know God directly, the history of Gnosticism is an unfolding drama of passion, political intrigue,
martyrdom, and mystery. Dr. Hoeller traces this fascinating story throughout time and shows how Gnosticism has inspired such
great thinkers as Voltaire, Blake, Yeats, Hesse, Melville, and Jung.
The Nag Hammadi Scriptures, edited by Marvin Meyer, is the most complete, up-to-date, one-volume, English-language edition of
the renowned library of Gnostic manuscripts discovered in Egypt in 1945, which rivaled the Dead Sea Scrolls find in significance. It
includes the Gospel of Thomas, the Gospel of Mary, and the recently discovered Gospel of Judas, as well as other Gnostic
gospels and sacred texts. This volume also includes introductory essays, notes, tables, glossary, index, etc. to help the reader
understand the context and contemporary significance of these texts which have shed new light on early Christianity and ancient
thought. The compilation of ancient manuscripts that constitute The Nag Hammadi Scriptures is a discovery that challenges
everything we thought we knew about the early Christian church, ancient Judaism, and Greco-Roman religions.
A collection of extra-biblical scriptures written by the gnostics, updated with three ancient texts including the recently discovered
Gospel of Judas This definitive introduction to the gnostic scriptures provides a crucial look at the theology, religious atmosphere,
and literary traditions of ancient Christianity and Hellenistic Judaism. It provides authoritative translations of ancient texts from
Greek, Latin, and Coptic, with introductions, bibliographies, and annotations. The texts are organized to reflect the history of
gnosticism in the second through fourth centuries CE. This second edition provides updates throughout and adds three new
ancient texts, including the recently discovered Gospel of Judas.
THE GNOSTIC BIBLE is by far the most comprehensive compilation of gnostic texts ever published - and the first aimed at
rendering the texts in poetic, readable prose. The gnostics were religious thinkers engaged in the quest for wisdom and
knowledge, and they proclaimed a salvation to be found through mystical knoweldge and intuition. As the Gospel of Thomas puts
it, "Know whatis in front of your face and what is hidden from you will be disclosed. There is nothing hidden from you that will not
be revealed." Dating from the first to the thirteen centuries, these gnostic texts represent Jewish, Chritian, Hemetic, Mandaean,
Manichaean, Islamic and Cathar forms of gnostic spirituality, and they derive from Egypt, the Greco-Roman world, the Middle
East, Syria, Iraq, China, France and elsewhere. These texts show that gnosticism was a world religion that sought truths in a wide
variety of religious traditions and expressed those truths in powerful and provocative mystical poetry and prose. The impact of
gnosticism upon other religions of the world was considerable, and the influence of gnosticism continues to the present day. This
volume represents the first time that such a diverse collection of gnostic texts is published in a single volume and some of the texts
are translated into English for the first time here. The texts are accompanied bu introductions and notes and additional study aids
describe gnosticism, elucidate gnostic terms and suggest further readings.
This eye-opening collection of texts sheds light on the esoteric knowledge of Gnosticism, revealing intimate conversations
between Jesus and his Disciples In 1945, several gospels, hidden since the first century, were found in the Egyptian Desert at Nag
Hammadi. This discovery caused a sensation as the scrolls revealed the mysteries of the Gnostics—a movement which emerged
during the formative period of Christianity. 'Gnosis', from the Greek, broadly meaning 'hidden spiritual knowledge', was associated
with renouncing the material world, and focusing on attaining the life of the Holy Spirit. Many Christian sects are derived from the
esoteric knowledge of Gnosticism. The gospels selected here by Alan Jacobs reveal intimate conversations between Jesus and
his Disciples. The Gospel of Mary Magdalene sheds new light on his relationship with his favorite follower, while the Gospel of
Thomas consists of mini-parables of deep inward and symbolic meaning—many of which are not found in the New Testament. The
wisdom in this inspiring collection of texts is wholly relevant to our lives today, addressing the questions of good and evil, sin and
suffering, and the path to salvation.
Details the momentous discovery and significance of the ancient gnostic texts hidden for sixteen centuries in Chenoboskion, Egypt
• Author was a member of the party that discovered these ancient Coptic documents • Sheds new light on the vanished world in
which Christianity was born • 40,000 copies sold of earlier editions • Includes the first translation of the Gospel of Thomas, with full
commentary Hidden for sixteen centuries, the Nag Hammadi library, the most prodigious collection of sacred gnostic texts, were
discovered in the late 1940s in Chenoboskion, a remote hamlet in upper Egypt. Among them was the Gospel according to
Thomas, which aroused international publicity and alerted the world to the significance of this archeological find, believed by many
scholars to surpass the Dead Sea Scrolls in importance. The Discovery of the Nag Hammadi Texts is the original survey of the
contents of these documents and their significance to the world at large. Doresse's narrative allows readers direct contact with an
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ancient form of Christianity through the philosophical wealth of the texts-ranging from gnostic revelations and Christian apocrypha
to Hermetic literature-Included in the book is the original English translation of the Gospel of Thomas first published in 1960.
The collection of thirteen codices found in upper Egypt near Nag Hammadi in 1946 is one of the major archaeological discoveries
of our time. Apparently the library of a Gnostic community in late antiquity, the codices are a repository of important spiritual
materials from throughout the ancient world. Hence a thorough analysis of this new material is indispensable for any proper
understanding of the history of religions in this period. The rich documentation which the codices add to early Coptic text material
promises to raise to a new precision the historical analysis of that language.|This edition presents collotype reproductions in
natural size of all folios of the thirteen codices as well as reproductions of the covers and photographs previously taken of
fragments that are now lost.
Tells the story of the devolution of God from perfect Oneness down to imprisonment in the material world. Original.
"Hugo Lundhaug and Lance Jenott offer a sustained argument for the monastic provenance of the Nag Hammadi Codices. They
examine the arguments for and against a monastic Sitz im Leben and defend the view that the Codices were produced and read
by Christian monks, most likely Pachomians, in the fourth- and fifth-century monasteries of Upper Egypt. Eschewing the modern
classification of the Nag Hammadi texts as “Gnostic,” the authors approach the codices and their ancient owners from the
perspective of the diverse monastic culture of late antique Egypt and situate them in the context of the ongoing controversies over
extra-canonical literature and the theological legacy of Origen. Through a combination of sources, including idealized
hagiographies, travelogues, monastic rules and exhortations, and the more quotidian details revealed in documentary papyri,
manuscript collections, and archaeology, monasticism in the Thebaid is brought to life, and the Nag Hammadi codices situated
within it. The cartonnage papyri from the leather covers of the codices, which bear witness to the monastic culture of the region,
are closely examined, while scribal and codicological features of the codices are analyzed and compared with contemporary
manuscripts from Egypt. Special attention is given to the codices’ scribal notes and colophons which offer direct evidence of their
producers and users. The study ultimately reveals the Nag Hammadi Codices as a collection of books completely at home in the
monastic manuscript culture of late antique Egypt."-Copyright: df43a388684ec27928b0509ba94c61a5
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